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Unit code SCOM3320 Discipline Science Communications  Level Level 3 

Type of assessment task  Research and background report 

Question “The assignment asks you to undertake background research to gather information relevant to your consultancy 
project so that you will be better equipped, with your team, to devise a useful and effective strategy that is 
appropriate to your client’s needs. Writing the report should help you understand how to address client and 
audience needs using a strategy that is likely to succeed.” 

Salient information (word limit or, 
anything other information 
relevant to interpretation of rubric) 

  

Aim:  to conduct research appropriate for the consultancy project and prepare a background report. 

Outcomes:  

After completing this assignment you should:  

 have demonstrated your ability to conduct a needs analysis of your client and their target audience  

 have demonstrated your ability to find and critically analyse appropriate scholarly and grey literature, 

including relevant campaigns that have been run in similar circumstances   

 have written your report and presented it in a professional style 

Students must:  

 Form groups, determine their project, manage their team, and liaise with their client to determine their 
needs 

 Research the relevant technical background, client’s needs, and the target audience 

 Consult relevant scholarly literature 

 Write and submit a 2000-3000 word report (one per participant rather than one per group), including title 
page, table of contents, executive summary, introduction, main text, and references 



  Marking criteria Fail Unacceptable  (0-40%) Pass - Adequate (50%) Credit – Good (60%) Distinction - Very Good 
(70%) 

High Distinction – 
Excellent  (80%) 

Cannot be improved 
(100%) 

 Max mark  

Executive 
summary 

clearly describes the main 
findings of the report 
includes sufficient context for 
the reader to be able to 
understand why those findings 
are relevant and appropriate 

No findings 
No context 

Findings present but 
wording inadequate 
Some slight attempt at 
context; attempts to make 
relevance apparent 

Findings present; 
wording satisfactory 
Adequate context but 
missing some details; 
relevance adequately 
described 

Findings described but 
wording lacks total clarity 
Good context but some 
details missing or 
relevance not readily 
apparent 

Findings clear; one or two 
minor issues of clarity 
Good context; one or two 
minor details missing or 
slight inadequacies in 
description 

Findings clearly shown, 
with full and clear 
description 
Fully contextualised; 
relevance of findings 
instantly apparent 

15 

Introduction outlines the context of the 
project 

No context 
Client not identified 
Audience not identified 

Attempt to include context 
but much detail missing 
Client not identified 
Audience not identified 

Adequate context but 
missing a few details 
Obvious there is a client 
but not specified 
Obvious that there is a 
specific audience but not 
identified 

Good context but lacks 
complete detail 
Client identified 
Audience identified 

Good context; one or two 
minor issues 
Client clearly identified 
Audience clearly identified 
and specific 

Fully contextualised 
Client clearly identified 
Audience clearly identified 
and specific 

15 

demonstrates an understanding 
of the client’s objectives for the 
consultancy 

Client's objectives not 
included; or no 
understanding 
demonstrated 

Client's objectives included 
but no text to demonstrate 
understanding 

Client's objectives 
included but 
inadequately understood 

Client's objectives 
included; text shows 
understanding but could 
be improved 

Client's objectives clear; 
text shows understanding 
with one or two minor 
errors 

Client's objectives 
completely clear; text 
shows thorough 
understanding 

10 

Content shows evidence of background 
research into other studies that 
have addressed similar needs 
and audiences 

No evidence of 
background research 

Some internal evidence of 
background research; no 
studies named 

Some evidence of 
background research, e.g. 
one or two studies drawn 
on; studies may not be 
entirely relevant 

Evidence of background 
research; reasonable 
number of studies drawn 
on; studies may not be 
entirely relevant 

Evidence of background 
research obvious; studies 
used have one or two 
minor issues of relevance  

Evidence of thorough 
background research 
obvious; studies used are 
entirely relevant  

10 

critically analyses relevant peer-
reviewed and grey literature 

no evidence of critical 
review 

no evidence of critical 
review 

no evidence of critical 
review 

some attempt at critical 
review 

good critical review; one 
or two minor difficulties  

all evidence critically 
reviewed 

10 

discusses strategies that have 
been successful and 
unsuccessful in similar 
circumstances 

no discussion of strategies strategies mentioned but 
not discussed 

one or two other 
strategies mentioned; 
some attempt at 
discussion 

relevant range of strategies 
both successful and 
unsuccessful; discussion 
lacks detail 

relevant range of 
strategies both successful 
and unsuccessful; minor 
issues of lack of detail in 
discussion 

relevant range of 
strategies both successful 
and unsuccessful, 
thoroughly discussed 

15 

References  includes a minimum of five 
scholarly references, including at 
least two from peer-reviewed 
sources independently 
discovered (that is, not on the 
blog reading list or the class 
text); cited and referenced in a 
conventional academic format 

No references Fewer than five scholarly 
references; referring and 
citing contains multiple 
errors 

Fewer than five scholarly 
references; referencing 
largely correct 

Five scholarly references; 
one or two minor mistakes 
in citing and referencing 

Five scholarly references 
correctly cited and 
referenced 

More than five scholarly 
references correctly cited 
and referenced 

5 

Presentation professionally presented and 
free from typographical and 
grammar errors 
well structured 
written in clear standard English, 
using a vocabulary appropriate 
for the client 

Presentation very poor, 
multiple errors 
No structure 
Writing unacceptable 
poor; vocaulary 
inappropriate 

Presentation adequate; 
multiple errors 
Slight attempt at structure 
Writing adequate but 
considerable room for 
improvement; some 
inappropriate vocabulary 

Well laid-out but 
considerable number of 
errors 
Adequate structure but 
lacks clarity 
Writing satisfactory; 
several major problems; 
one or two instances of 
inappropriate vocabulary 

Presentation professional; 
a few major errors  
Good structure but could 
be improved 
Good writing; one or two 
major problems 

Presentation professional; 
a few minor errors  
Structure clear and suited 
to clients 
Very well-written; one or 
two minor problems; 
vocabulary entirely 
appropriate 

Presentation professional; 
text free from errors 
Structure clear; guides 
reader through text 
effectively; suited to client 
Extremely well-written; 
vocabulary entirely 
appropriate 

20 

        100 

 


